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Arabic ,is the .most important branch of the samitic 
langıiages. lt is spoken by nearly 120 million people oc
cupyirig an· area extending from the Persian Gulf in the 
east ·to)ıie Atlantic coast in the west. lts mainland is the 
Arabia~ Peninsula which is als o the. motherland . of the 
Semiti;~/ace. 

the Arabic language attaim:id great importance with 
the emergel)ce of Islam in the seventh century extending 
its influence on the languages and the cultures of various 
communities whose land were conquered by the belie
vers of this new faith. As the Arabs came in.to contact 
with alien cultures, ·ıheir language underwent two impor
tant developriıents. First, Arabic was analysed and its 
grammalical rules were set up mainly by the new con
verts of non·Arabic origin, in virtue of its being the lan
guage of the Qur'an. Secondly, it was enriched and di
versified so that it could absorb new elemenis as 
a result of collision with alien cultures, and because of its 
being the language of the ruling class. If we study the 
philological works and the voluminous transl.ations made · 
in the Umayyad andAbbasid periods, we can easily r~a- · 
lise the importance of these two developments. 

The outcome of these two developments was that 
the studies on etymology and synt~ of the Arabic lan
guage reached a very high level; to the extent that a mo
dern philologist may wonder at the volume and the con
tenrof the work written on Arabic a millenum ago. On the .... 
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other hand, especially through exposure to new cuıiures 
Arabic became the language of philosophy . and other 
sciences alter it had been the li:ı"nguage of poetry end re
velation. Arabic was the ı.anguage of scholars for centu
ries in the Muslim WoriÇ just as Greek and Latin were the 
Languages of scholars'in the.Christan World. Many high 
ranki.ng scholars of Turkish e nd Persian origin wrote their 
works in Arabic. 

These developments in the Araoic language slowed 
down and then came to a standstili with the decline of ls
lamic ç:ivilizatiOIJ. However, at the beginning of the pre
sant century, alter the independence of sever;:ıl Arab·co
untries, Arabic reemerged as the language of an impor
tant part of the world. lt is now the officiallanguage of 22 
Arab countries and is considered as· the most im portant 
factor for the unity of the Arab World. lt has attained 
greater significance in international realm during the last 
decade because of the economic and strategic impor
tance of oil which is the main asset of the Arabian de
serts. 

Arabic as the language of lslamıc culture has always 
been taught as one of the important second languages 
in non-Arab Muslim countries. Being the language of the 
scripture it is also used in liturgy by millions of Muslims 
all over the world. The knowledge of Arabic is regarded 
as prerequisite for a student of lslamic studies. There 
are many departments of Arabic and lslamic culture in 
the European and American. uı:ıiversitieS.-- --__ ..... ...... . 
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Many books in different languages have beim written 
on how to teatch Arabic as a foreing language. They are 
nearly unanimous either explicitly or implicitly on certain 
difficulties in the structure of the Arabic language which 
every learner has to face. These pecularities can be di
veded into three main divisions: phonology, etymology 
and syntax. 

PHONOLOGICAL DiFFiCUL TIES: 

With the exception of three fetters (; , .;ı:•)which can 
be used as long vowels all the rest of 28 fetters of the 
Arabic alphabel are consonants. Like other Samitic lan
guages Arabic is written and read from right to left. Vo
wels have no symbols in the Arabic alphabet. They can 
be shown by certain signs placed above or under cons -
ontans in a word. This iş to facilitate pronounciation for 
a begiriner or to illustrate the correct pronouncialion of 
a word used in certain context. These signs are left out 
in normal usage. Thus a non-native may not read a text 
properly before he is acquinted with the vocabulary used 
in the text. ' 

Out of 281etters there 'are few which are difficult fora 
Turk to pronounce as these sounds are not also found in 
European languages. The gulterals such ast_ ~ .: t{gh, 
h, kh) can hardly be articulated by a non-Arab. The Tur
kish students usually substitute these sounds with the 
nearest onesin Turkish. Similiarly (.:..• ••~"'ı.ı. . .:o) (th, dh, d, 
ı, z) do not exist in Turkish. The correct pronounciation 
of these letters cannot be achieved before a long inter
course with the native speakers. 

Anather difficulty is that a Turkish student hardly dif
ferentiates between the fallawing groups of sounds i.;.,~;. 
~~ ~~·~.;:: ),ı~. ;). Therefore when an Arabic sentence is 
read to .him he sametimes mistakas one for the other.As 
a matter of fact the Ar abs themselves mispronounce so
me fetters especially in colloquial Arabic. They may eve n 
use sounds such as (ch ) and (g ) which do not exist in 
the alphabet. An explanation for this situatio·n is that the 
evolution that can he observed in any language within 
a long period of time did not occur in Arabic, although 
this may not be true of the colloquial Arabic. Changes 
.and alterations normally lake place in the course of time 
in the structure of a ianguage so that the above mentio
ned .difficulties disapear. However, this process has be
en very slow in the case of Arabic and such difficulties 
which existed centuries ago stili persist. 

ETYMOLOGICHC NI~FICÜL TIES 

The main elemenis of speech in Arabic are divided 
into three categories: verbs,nouns, and particles. Verbs 
are mostıy trileteral. However, they can take various 
forms through addition of certain fetters to give various 
meanings. Although these patterns are well-defıned and 
classified, !here stil! remain two major difficulties for the 
learner. First, each pattern may have more than one 
maaning depanding on the context. lt can change 
a verb into transtive form, or emphasize the action the 
verb implies or express the intention of the agent to do 
the action the verb implies. For example, the pattem ·ıs
tıf'al" may be used in ten diferent meanings. This usually 
causes confusion on the part of the learner. 
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Secondly, though any verb can lake these !orms 
grammatically it does not mean that all possible forms of 
them are part of the usage. This is alsa a sourse of great 
difficulty as it is scarcely possible for a foreigner to know 
which verb suits which pattern. 

Anather major difficulty is that the conjugated verbs 
may change the ir forms to the extenı that it becomes dif
ficuıı to guess their roots. This is particularly valid .for the 
verbs which contain weak sounds such as (wa, ya, 
a).These fetters may either change or. disappear in the 
derivated forms, thus easting ambiguity on their originaı 
rooıs. The difficulty is mostly teli when a certain deriva· 
ted form is being ıooked up in a dictionary. For, most 
Arabic dictionaries cı assify words according to their ro
ot !orms. Derived forms are treated as the off- shoots of 
the root under the same item. Thus, a beginner may not 
be able to use such dictionaries until he is fully acquinted 
with the ruels of derivation. 

Morphology is an essential part of Arabic philology. 
A great dea! of books have been written on the morpho
logy of Arabic words both by Arabs and non-Arabs. 

SYNTAX 

There are two types Of sentencas in Arabic. Neminal 
sentencas and verbal sentences. Verbal sentencas are 

· sentencas which start with a verb. If the verb is placed 
alter the subject it becomes a neminal sentence white 
causing no difference in meaning. Howcver, in verbal 
sentencas ettention is focused on action rather than the 
agent. 

No auxiliaries are used in Arabic in subject-predicate 
type of neminal sentences. The subject-predicate com
bination is a full senıence. Usually subject comes before 
pr_;dicaıe, bul there are cases where they are inverted. 

. One of the major difficiılties in Arabic sentence is 
how topetermine the vowel sounds of the lası fetters of 
the words used in as sentence. As it has alıeady beed 
pointed out vowel symbols are not used in Arabic script. 
A word may have diferenı vowels at diferenı positions in 
a sentence.Therefore it is the reader who musı determine 
the pos1tion of each word in a sentence and articulates it 
properly. · · 

Anather aspecı of Arabic senten'ce is that it may be 
very long. This o.ften causes confusion especially as to . 
antecedants of many pronouns used in suç:h sentences. 
This can be onen observed in cıassicaııexts . Such am
bigous texts, often require commentary. 

Sentence structure in Arabic was analysed in delaif 
centuries ago. There were differences in aproaches in 
determining the origin or the position of a word in sen
ıence . T~ese differences sametimes could lead scholars 
to ex1ract different meanings from the same sentence: 
This is the case with the ambiguous expressions in the 
Our'an. A great deal of commentaries have been wrinen 
on the tex1 of Our'an, each applying a different method in 
the analysis of the tex1. Sametimes conflicting meanings 
are inferred from a verse. Every Commentatar has his 
own justification for his commentary. Commentalers of
ten advance many grammalical proofs to verify their vi· 
ewpoints. That is mainly because of the flexibelity in the 
naıure of the language. 
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Anather important point of syntax in Arabic is that 
adjectives come alter nouns. Modifying relative clauses 
are long and used frequently. lt is especially difficult for 
a Turkish student to transiate such long sentencas into 
Turkish, for the senıence structures of the two langua
ges are completely different. In lrabic. verbs change ac
cording to the gender of the subject. Words are either 
mosculine or faminine, and agremenı in gender is obser
ved in nouns, pronouns, verbs and adjectives. 

The morphological, phonological and syntactical 
complications of Arabic have been observed and analy
zed for over a thousond years. Arabic has changed very 
Iiiiie along the course of time, whereas in other major 
languages such changes have been more extensive and 
quicker. This unique aspect of Arabic can be explained 
in two ways: 1) Conservatism in the mature of the ~rab 
people. Traditions inhereted from ancestors are revered 
and well-protected without change. Any novelty in the 
language is regarded as blasphemy and ınsult to the herit
age of the forefathers. ll) The belief that the Our'an the ls
lamic scriptura is the highesı divine example of a literary 
text. The language and the style used in the Qur'an has 
beeiı considered extraordinary and inaccessable by the 
poets and the literary men of all ages. To protect this text 
from change and to uphold it as the best achievement of 
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the Arabic language is considered unanimously an Im
portant religious duty. Imitatian of the Our"anic style and 
quoting expressions from the Qur'an is an indicalian of 
one's cultural background. 

lt is a practice frequently observed during canversa
tion among cultured Arabs to quoıe verses from the 
Ol!•' an to support their claims or views. 

These two ıraditions have pre'lented Arabic from ta
king an evolutionar y course and consequently the 
syntactical, morhological and phonological dificulties 
and intricacies of the Arabic language have persist~d 
and survived to our day. However, in the second half of 
the twentith century !here arose powerful literary mave
menis in the Ar ab World, mostly inspired by European li
terary influnces, which ıended ıo bring about change in 
the Arabic language. As part of this new trend same new 
words have been derived and introduced into the lan
guage. Fortunately, there are so far signs that this chan
ge in the Arabic language is not proceeding along revo
lutionary lines as in the case of modern Turkish, but re
maining within the bounds of moderation and comman 
sense.As more intensified intaracıian is noticad betwe-_ 
en the official and literary and the colloquial Arabic. lt is 
hoper ·ıhat such trends will in vears to come break the 
long-persisting conservatism of. the classical Arabic and 
put it ona new track of evolutionary change. 
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